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Gravitational wave physics is the fastest growing branch of 

astronomy. Gravitational waves are the ripples in the fabric of the space-

time due to changes in the gravity field of huge masses in the space, like 

black holes or neutron stars. Detection of gravitational wave signals is the 

human’s most accurate measurement in history, which enabled 

astronomers to hear the Universe for the very first time and led physicists to 

win the nobble prize in 2017. Now after only a few years, 1 new gravitational 

wave signal is being detected every 5 days. In my PhD project, I’m trying to 

provide astronomers with kind of a noise cancelling headphone so that they 

can better listen to what is going on in the universe and they can locate the 

source much better. These detectors measure incredibly tiny stretches and 

squeezes in the space using very sensitive laser interferometers, and because 

they are based on earth, ambient seismic noise reduces their sensitivity and 

stability. Fans, pumps, people walking, cars passing, even ocean waves hitting 

the coast kilometres away, or wind interacting with surface objects like 

buildings, they all create mechanical vibrations which need to be dealt with 

through seismic imaging. We need to see what kind of seismic noise is 

coming from which direction, what are the frequency and amplitude of 

those anomalies so that we can cancel them out based on this information 

using control systems and actuators. So far, using a simple seismic array 

deployed in Gingin gravity centre, we have been able to detect the ocean 

induced seismic noise as a correlation between seismic cross correlation time 

lags and swell direction measured by buoys stations located in rottenest island 

and Jurien bay.  We could detect the frequency band and monitor the 

temporal directivity changes in this anomaly in Gingin which is resulted by the 

changes in the location of the storms in the Indian Ocean. We have also 

detected the wind induced seismic noise and its bandwidth, as a 

correlation between seismic velocity shown in black and wind velocity 

shown in red. We could distinguish this anomaly despite its diurnal pattern 

from cultural noise. In order to increase the resolution of our seismic imaging 

method to detect all kinds of seismic noise, we need to deploy more sensors 

in Gingin facility and because we need to do this in real-time just like how our 

eyes, do visual imaging in real-time, we need very low-latency recording 

devices as well as WIFI communication systems. We also need very efficient 

algorithms for the real-time implementation. So, this is a very challenging, 

interesting and multi-faceted PhD project and we will have very good news in 

near future. Thanks for listening. 


